FAQ’s
Q: What is the Infrastructure Investor Global Passport?
A: The Infrastructure Investor Global Passport is an annual membership built on the back of our industry-leading global
events, bringing together investors and industry leaders alongside the latest market insight. The Passport assists
infrastructure professionals to meet investors, secure capital commitments and gain a strategic edge.
Networking, knowledge-sharing, and high-level content (including access to Infrastructure Investor’s industry-leading
conference series) throughout the year are at the core of the Passport.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Q: Who are members of the Infrastructure Investor Global Passport?
A: The network is for everyone in the global infrastructure investment space. Members of our network come from all
departments within infrastructure investment companies, fund managers, limited partners, and strategic partners.
Members are generally senior decision-makers and have titles like Managing Director, Managing Partner, Director,
Partner, Chief Executive Officer, Chief Investment Officer, President, Chairman, Principal, Senior Vice President, Investor
Relations, and many more.
The foundation of the Passport is the global list of investors that are looking to allocate to infrastructure globally.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Q: How do I register for just the annual events I want to attend?
A: Registration to Infrastructure Investor’s annual global events, including the Infrastructure Investor Global Summit,
Infrastructure Investor Japan Korea Week, Investor Forum, Infrastructure Investor America Forum, and more are now
part of the yearly Infrastructure Investor Global Passport membership. You need to be an active Global Passport holder
to gain access to any of our industry-leading events.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Q: Why should I and/or my team join the Infrastructure Investor Global Passport now?
A: By being on the platform and attending the forums and summits, you will maximise the value you receive. The
engagement and networking capsules taking place around the sessions will be impossible to replicate by viewing the
content on-demand.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Q: As an Infrastructure Investor Global Passport member, can I message other Passport holders and set up meetings
with them?
A: Yes, the platform allows all-year-round access to the network. You will be able to search and filter the network
directory and send them a message inviting them to connect at any point throughout your membership.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Q: What membership options are available?
A: There are three membership options available, offering flexibility for you to choose the subscription that is right for
you.
Universal membership – one year membership to the networking platform, access to all virtual events, plus in-person
access to all events.
Global membership – one year membership to the networking platform, access to all virtual events, plus in-person
access to one Summit or two Forums.
Regional membership – one year membership to the networking platform, access to all virtual events, plus in-person
access to one Forum.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Q: If I cannot make every event live, will the content be recorded/on-demand to view at a future date?
A: Yes, as we know your time is very valuable, the content will be on-demand/recorded on the platform for ease of
reference so you can be as involved as needed throughout the course of your subscription.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Q: Can an Infrastructure Investor Global Passport membership start at any time during the year?
A: Yes, your membership can begin at any time and last for 12 months.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Additional Questions?
If you have a question that isn’t covered above, please feel free to contact us directly at luca.g@peimedia.com.

